
Esports Coaching Startup, DOJO Madness, Announces Launch of Shadow.GG, an 

Esports Tech Tool for CS:GO Pros 

Berlin, Germany, November 3, 2016  -- Berlin-based Esports startup, DOJO Madness, 

announced today the launch of Shadow.GG, a SaaS platform providing analytics & data 

visualizations for Counter-Strike: Global Offensive (CS:GO) professional teams that will 

dramatically improve how teams prepare for and analyze matches. 

Already used by top teams including Immortals and G2 Esports, Shadow.GG provides pro 

teams accurate, up-to-date data on every top-tier team, player, and match. Every useful point of 

data in the match is captured and stored, and this combined with advanced tactical replay 

views, heatmap generation tools, and statistical analysis views, enables players and teams to 

easily identify their opponent’s tendencies, as well as weaknesses, in their own play.  

“Shadow.GG is one of the most important tools in a CS:GO team’s arsenal. The added scouting 

efficiency ensures that our players can maximize the time they spend in the server. We look 

forward to working with the DOJO Madness team to further improve Shadow.GG’s competitive 

analysis capabilities,” commented Immortals CEO, Noah Whinston.  

DOJO Madness, through Shadow.GG and other forthcoming products, intends to provide the 

missing statistics platform for CS:GO that Pro teams have desired for years. While CS:GO is the 

first Shadow.GG esports title, DOJO Madness plans to expand the tools to support Dota2 and 

League of Legends within the next three months.  

“In traditional sports like football and baseball, professional teams have long benefited from 

advanced software products to review, analyze, and ultimately develop and improve strategy. 

Surprisingly, when it comes to Esports, coaches and analysts are pretty much still using pen 



and paper. Shadow.GG pushes Esports analytics further and enables professional teams and 

coaches to become much more effective and data driven. Esports should not be lagging behind 

traditional sports tech. Shadow.GG is the first step towards redefining and leading sports 

technology,” said DOJO Madness CEO, Jens Hilgers. 

 

DOJO Madness was founded in December 2014 by Jens Hilgers, a twenty-year Esports veteran and 

Founder of ESL, Markus Fuhrmann, co-founder of food delivery unicorn, Delivery Hero, and 

Christian Gruber. In May of 2016, DOJO Madness raised a $4.5M Series A round, led by West 

Coast VC March Capital Partners, with the Investment Bank of Berlin (IBB), and existing investors 

London Venture Partners and DN Capital, participating. 

 
About DOJO Madness 

Passionate gamers by heart, DOJO Madness is a team of Esports veterans building next generation 

tools that help gamers master their play. DOJO’s technology-driven products solve real issues the 

gaming community faces every day. 
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